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  NEWSLETTER 

Meeting with the managerial level of commissariats of LPD, Shkodër  

On June 01, 2021, SCPA in coopera-

tion with the community policing 

sector at ASP HQ organized meetings 

with the managerial level of commis-

sariats of Shkodra, Malesia e Madhe, 

Puka and Vau i Dejes which are con-

stituent part of LPD Shkodra. Initially, 

the SCPA Team met with the Director 

and Deputy Director of LPD Shkodra 

with whom they exchanged views on 

the best possible ways to organize 

the work of the Change Management 

Project Group and drafting of the 

implementation plan of this project. 

Subsequently, a meeting was held in 

the conference room of LPD Shkodra 

with the heads of Police Commissari-

ats, the head of the Sector of Strate-

gic Analysis, Monitoring and Evalua-

tion, the heads of Public Order Sec-

tions, the heads of Crime Investiga-

tion and the heads of Community 

Policing Sections. Representatives of 

CP Sector in the ASP HQ also took 

part in these meetings. The SCPA pro-

gram was represented by the Interna-

tional Police Advisor Mr. Ulrich Du-

gas, the National Expert and the pro-

gram coordinator. Initially, the partic-

ipants were presented with a brief 

overview of the experience of piloting 

the changes implemented in TLPD of 

Elbasan, with special emphasis on the 

difficulties encountered and the ways 

implemented to solve problems. 

Then, discussions focused on explain-

ing the changes implemented with 

the entry into force of new job de-

scriptions for Patrol Police officers 

and CPOs as well as on the new tasks 

and obligations that these changes 

have brought not only to these struc-

tures but also to the entire chain of 

command. The second part of the 

meetings was dedicated to the consti-

tution of the Project Working Groups 

for change management based at 

LPD. These WGs will be chaired by 

the Deputy Directors for public order 

of each LPD. It was decided that in 

the first meeting of the PWG will be 

discussed the development of the 

work plan in details, designing con-

crete tasks and the responsible per-

sons as well as the issuance of rele-

vant instructions. At the meeting it 

was decided that in the next weekly 

meetings, there will be a certain topic 

to report on the progress of work 

related to the implementation of 

changes. All those present said unani-

mously that this project is a chal-

lenge, but that at the end of the year 

they were optimistic that they would 

score good results. The forum was 

informed that a detailed work plan 

will be prepared with items and time-

lines. 
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On June 14, 2021, the first meeting of 
the working group for the Change 
Management Project in LPD Shkodra 
took place. Meeting was held in the 
meeting room of LPD Shkodra with 
the participation of all WG members 
specifically: the head of commissariat 
of Malësia e Madhe, Shkodra, Vau i 
Dejes and Puka, the head of the LPD 
Shkodra Public order sector of DVP 
Shkodra, the head Strategic Analysis, 
Monitoring and Evaluation Sector, 
Head of Human Resources Sector, 
Head of Control and Command Sector 
as well as Heads of Crime Investiga-
tion and Heads of Community Policing 
Sections. SCPA program was repre-
sented, by the National Expert and 
Program Coordinator. 

Meeting commenced with an intro-
ductory speech by Mr. Dashamir Spa-
ho, Deputy Director of LPD Shkodra 
for Public Order and Community Po-
licing in the capacity of head of the 
Change Management Project Work 
group, who announced the meeting 
agenda and highlighted the im-
portance of the Project of Changes. 
He displayed to all the members and 
urged the middle- and first-line man-
agers to implement the changes on 
the ground. He pointed out that com-
munity policing practice can only be 
improved by future implementation 
of changes, especially by increasing 
the CPOs presence in their Police 
zones and make them stay closer to 
the community they serve. After that 
moment, he invited all the WG mem-
bers as senior management staff, to 
discuss and express their opinion on a 
number of issues of concern. SCPA 
representatives emphasized that the 
process should not be considered as a 
radical change, Changes can be suc-
cessfully implemented and enforced 
by the CPOs and patrol Police Officers 
only if their new job descriptions.  

Mr. Spaho, informed the attendees 
about the preparation of a detailed 
implementation plan with deadlines 
and responsible persons. He asked all 
participants to prepare and inform 
their subordinates about the process. 
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On 09-10 June 2021, a SCPA team 
consisting of the International Po-
lice Advisor Mr. Ulrich Dugas, the 
National Expert and the Program 
Coordinator paid field visits to the 
police stations of Kukës, Has and 
Tropoja, an integral part of LPD 
Kukës. Initially, the team met with 
the Deputy Director of LPD Kukës, 
Mr. Albert Pataj, who is also the 
head of the Change Management 
Project Group for LPD Kukës. In this 
meeting were exchanged views on 
the best possible ways to organize 
the work of the Change Manage-
ment Project Group and drafting of 
the implementation plan of this 
project. Discussions also involved 
topics like the preparation of moni-
toring and evaluation reports, the 
responsibilities and time lines. Dur-
ing these visits, the team met with 
the Head of the Public Order Sector 
of LPD Kukës, the Head of Human 
Resources of LPD Kukës, as well as 
the Heads of Commissariats, heads 
of Public Order, heads of Crime In-
vestigation, Heads of the Command
-and-Control rooms and Patrol Po-
lice shift leaders of Kukës, Has and 
Tropoja Commissariats. In the first 
part of those meetings, the SCPA 
team was informed on the real situ-
ation of the commissariat struc-
tures, the actual situation of staff, 
the logistical situation, especially 
available vehicles, the infrastructure 

of CPOs’ offices in rural areas, com-
puter equipment etc. 

Afterwards, the discussions focused 
on explaining the changes that will 
start to be implemented after the 
entry into force of the new job de-
scriptions for Patrol Police Officers 
and CPOs as well as on the new 
tasks and commitments that these 
changes will bring not only for these 
structures but also for the entire 
work system and organization in the 
commissariats. The SCPA advised 
that the management level of the 
commissariats should find the most 
appropriate solutions for the cir-
cumstances and conditions of each 
commissariat in order to implement 
the change implementation plan as 
efficiently as possible. Discussions 
on reporting formats and the imple-
mentation of reporting deadlines 
took a special interest. All those 
present at the discussions, agreed 
that at the next weekly meetings, 
there should be a fixed topic to re-
port on the work progress related 
to the implementation of the 
changes. The participants were in-
formed that the PWG will prepare a 
detailed work plan with items and 
timelines for the implementation 
and monitoring of changes that are 
expected to be implemented on the 
ground. 

The first meeting of the WG for the 
LPD Shkodra project takes place. 
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Field visits to commissariat of Kukes, Has and Tropoja  



 

 

 

 

 

At the request of the sector against 
domestic violence and minors’ protec-
tion in the General Directorate of 
State Police, the SCPA Program fi-
nanced the production of 200 pieces 
of posters (two types of posters) to be 
placed in police commissariats and 
police posts of 12 DVPs. 

Specifically, one type of poster was 
produced for raising awareness and 
informing on the obligations of the 
police officers in case of reporting 
domestic violence, and another type 
of poster that presents the rights of 
the victim of domestic violence. 

The posters were drafted and de-
signed by the experts of the sector 
against domestic violence and minors’ 
protection in collaboration with the 
Program Management Team. 

This initiative was taken in order to 
raise awareness of citizens against 
domestic violence, due to the in-
crease of DV reported cases as a re-
sult of the pandemic. 

The SCPA program, in addition to 
funding awareness materials, also 
organized their distribution to rele-
vant commissariats  
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On 15-16 June 2021, a SCPA team 
consisting of International Police 
Advisor Mr. Ulrich Dugas, National 
Expert and Program Coordinator 
paid field visits to the police com-
missariats Mat, Bulqiza, Dibra and 
police posts of Klos, Shupenze, 
Maqellare. 

During the visits in each commissar-
iat and police post, the team met 
with the Heads of Commissariat, 
with the head of police posts, head 
of Public Order sections, head of 
Crime Investigation sections, Head 
of the Command-and-Control 
rooms and Patrol Police shift lead-
ers. 

In these meetings, the SCPA team 
was informed on the real situation 
of the commissariat structures, the 
actual situation of staff, the logisti-
cal situation, especially available 
vehicles, the infrastructure of CPOs’ 
offices in rural areas, computer 
equipment, access to ASP Online 
intranet system etc. 

After that, the discussions focused 
on explaining the changes that will 
start to be implemented once the of 
the new job descriptions for Patrol 
Police Officers and CPOs enter into 
force, as well as on the new tasks 
and commitments that these chang-

es will bring not only for these 
structures but also for the entire 
work system and organization in the 
commissariats.  

The SCPA advised that the manage-
ment level of the commissariats 
should find the most appropriate 
solutions for the circumstances and 
conditions of each commissariat in 
order to implement the change im-
plementation plan as efficiently as 
possible. A special place was occu-
pied by the discussion on reporting 
formats and the implementation of 
reporting deadlines. 

In the end, team met with the Dep-
uty Director of LPD Diber, Mr. Gani 
Zeneli, who is also the head of the 
Change Management Project Group 
for LPD Diber. In this meeting were 
exchanged views on the best possi-
ble ways to organize the work of 
the Change Management Project 
Group and drafting of the imple-
mentation plan of this project.  

Discussions also involved topics like 
the preparation of monitoring and 
evaluation reports responsibilities 
and time lines. 

Concluding it was agreed that the 
first meeting of the PWG  is to be 
held by mid-July this year. 

12 LPDs are provided with DV 

awareness materials 
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Field visits to commissariat of Mat, Bulqiza and Dibra 
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On 04, 11, and 18 of June 2021, the 
SCPA team organized meetings in 
Commissariat of Elbasan, Librazhd, 
Cërrik, Gramsh and Peqin. Meetings 
aimed at gathering information and 
assessing the impact of changes made 
in TLPD Elbasan. These meetings were 
attended by the Head of the Change 
Management Project Group of TLPD 
Elbasan, Heads of Police Commissari-
ats, Heads of Public Order, Crime In-
vestigation Chiefs and experts of the 
Command-and-Control Room of the 
Elbasan police commissariat. 

The SCPA visiting team consisted of 
the SCPA International Police Advisor, 
the SCPA National Expert, the SCPA 
Program Coordinator, and the Pro-
gram Officer. 

During these meetings information 
was gathered about the impact of 
changes related to the tasks of CPOs 
and Patrol Police officers, the analysis 
of implementation of these changes, 
the results and expectations of each of 
these units with a special focus on 
CPOs and Patrol Police Officers as well 
as about the possible impact in rela-
tion to the community and the poten-
tial increase of the presence of CPOs 
on the ground. Discussions at the 
meeting focused on issues such as : 

• easing the burden on CPOs and 
Patrol Police officers’ adapting to 
new tasks, 

• increasing the presence of police 
officers close to communities, 

• increasing the number and quality 
of information provided by them, 

• as well as increasing their preven-
tive capabilities. 

According to the participants in the 
meeting, the patrol police officers have 
already become aware that from now 
on they have to deal with the whole 
business process during an interven-
tion at the site. 

During the meetings it was recom-
mended to take clear steps regarding 
information flow with all local struc-
tures of the Commissariat and LPD and 
especially that information related to 
the changes. 
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Evaluation meetings in the Commissariats of TLPD Elbasan 

Following the informative visits in the 
commissariats of northern Local Police 
Directorates, on 01, 02, 23 and 29 of 
June 2021, a SCPA team consisting of 
the International Police Advisor Mr. 
Ulrich Dugas, National Expert and Pro-
gram Coordinator paid field visits to 
the police commissariats of Shkodra, 
Kurbin, Mirdita, Puka and Malësia e 
Madhe. 

During the visits in each commissariat 
and police post, the team met with 
the head of Commissariat, with the 
head of Police Post, head of Public 
Order section, head of Crime Investi-

gation section, Head of the Command-
and-Control room and Patrol Police 
shift leaders. In those meetings, the 
SCPA team was informed on the real 
situation of the commissariat struc-
tures, the actual situation of staff, the 
logistical situation, especially available 
vehicles, the infrastructure of CPO’ 
offices in rural areas, computer equip-
ment, access to ASP Online intranet 
system etc. 

Then, the discussions focused on ex-
plaining the changes that will start to 
be implemented after the entry into 
force of the new job descriptions for 

Patrol Police Officers and CPOs as well 
as on the new tasks and commitments 
that these changes will bring not only 
for these structures but also for the 
entire work system and organization 
in the commissariats. The SCPA ad-
vised that the management level of 
the commissariats should find the 
most appropriate solutions for the 
circumstances and conditions of each 
commissariat in order to implement 
the change implementation plan as 
efficiently as possible. A special place 
was occupied by the discussion on 
reporting formats and the implemen-
tation of reporting deadlines. 

Field visits to commissariat of Shkodra, Kurbini, Mirdita, Puka and Malësia e Madhe. 


